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Esther Coombs is a professional illustrator living 
and working in rural Kent, UK. Previously known for 
drawing urban architecture and large public murals, 
she has recently completed an MA in Children’s 
Book Illustration from the Cambridge School of 
Art and is an Associate Lecturer at the University 
of the Creative Arts Canterbury.

Plant, Sow, Make & Grow
Mud-tastic Activities for Budding Gardeners
Written by Esther Coombs
Get little gardeners growing and learning with this beautifully illustrated book, packed with 
information and crafty stuff to do. Help them to discover that gardening can be simple and 
uncomplicated with very little equipment and prior knowledge needed. It often is as simple as 
having some seeds, a patch of soil or a container and having a go.

ISBN: 9781787080249 • £12.99 
48 pages • 265 x 230 mm • HB • Age 6+ years

Bird, Bee and Bug Houses
Homes and Habitats for Garden Wildlife
Written by Susie Behar

Perfect for young naturalists, this beautifully illustrated, accessible book is packed with practical 
activities and information about the wildlife found in our gardens and beyond. The content is 
designed to inspire a curiosity encourages children to have a go and do their bit in supporting 
and protecting creatures both big and small. From building nest boxes and beetle banks to bee 
homes and butterfly feeders, children will also learn why supporting our backyard creatures is 
so important to the success of local ecosystems and the biodiversity of the world.

ISBN: 9781787081444 • £12.99 
56 pages • 265 x 230 mm • HB • Age 6+years
Publishing May 2024
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“  The brilliant hand-drawn ingredients really 
bring this book to life! A great way to expand your 

vegetarian repertoire when ideas are running low. ”
Bonita Turner, Editor of Junior Magazine

GOLD

Kids Can Cook Vegetarian
Meat Free Recipes for Budding Chefs 
Packed with recipes for fresh, tasty vegetarian 
dishes to introduce hungry young chefs to the 
endless possibilities of cooking with vegetables.

ISBN 9781787081185 
£14.99

Illustrated by Esther Coombs

Kids Can Cook
Fun and Yummy 
Recipes for 
Budding Chefs
Presents over 30 
nutritious recipes 
while teaching children 
essential skills like 
measuring, weighing 
and counting.

ISBN: 9781787080706 
£12.99

GOLD

Kids Can Bake
Recipes for 
Budding Bakers
Beautifully illustrated 
step-by-step recipes 
show children how to 
bake delicious sweet 
and savoury treats.

ISBN: 9781787081109 
£12.99

KIDS CAN...  
An award-winning cookery book series featuring more than 30 easy-to-follow recipes using readily available ingredients.

• Suitable for children aged 6+ and parents with little or no cooking experience

• Includes recipes for special diets – highlighted with easy-to-spot symbols.

HB Arlin • 275 x 220 mm • 64 pages • Full colour throughout • 6+ years

Vegan Gluten-free


